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Poznań Festival of Art and Science at PUE
The Poznań University of
Economics was co-organizer of the
XVIII edition of the Poznań Festival
of Art and Science, which took place
in the Wielkopolska capital between
the 14 and 16 April 2015. Special
lectures regarding various economic topics were held at the Educational Center of Electronic Services
for students of primary schools and
high schools.
At the Poznań University of
Economics festival events took
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place on 16 April 2015. Classes
with a variety of subjects explained
the academic achievements of
our University. The students sat
in the classrooms of the Educational Center of Electronic Services,
listened to the lectures given by
our scientists and took part in
interesting workshops prepared by
student scientific associations like:
Spacial Development, Food Industry, Inventum, Business Psychology,
Synergy Group and Tax.

Over 700 high school and primary
school students from all over the
region participated n 23 events organized at PUE. The participants of the
Poznań Festival of Art and Science
at PUE took part in lectures regarding, among others, the evolution of
money, customs and tax duties, the
importance of microorganisms in the
life of humans and key competences
of a manager. During the festival,
an exhibition entitled “Math on four
continents” was held in the Educa-

tional Center of Electronic Services.
Mathematics handbooks for ten-yearolds from countries such as Peru,

Joanna Stryszyk, an employee of the
PUE Marketing Team.
The ending gala of the of the

Over 700 high school and primary school
students from all over the region took part
in 23 events organized at PUE.
China, Cuba, Mongolia and Morocco
were put on display. The books came
from a personal collection of mgr

Poznań Festival of Art and Science was
also held at our University. A concert
entitled “UCZta BRZMIENIA” (“Feast of

sound”) took place in auditorium “A” of
the ECES building. Jazz pieces, songs
from musicals and contemporary hits
were preformed by Aleksandra Borak
and her band.
After the concert, exceptional
coffee was served by the Polish Barista
Champion of 2015, PhD student of
PUE – Agnieszka Rojewska. Ice cream
desserts were prepared by the Amore
Bio Gelato ice cream factory – cofounded by PUE graduate Natalia
Kazimierczak-Nowicka.
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Practical teaching
Combining theoretical classes and practical workshops is one of the most important challenges of
contemporary higher education. The Poznań University of Economics is expanding its educational
offer with classes tought by business practicians. The Department of Commodity Science has invited
Beiersdorf Manufacturing Poznań/Nivea – leader of the cosmetic trade in our region, to cooperate
with the cosmetic product manager specialization program. A contract of cooperatin has been signed
by PUE Rector prof. Marian Gorynia and Board Director of Beiersdorf Manufacturing Poznań/Nivea
Wiesław Biernacki on 13 April 2015.

The dynamic development of the
cosmetics market is a huge challenge for schools which educate
future employees of this business.
Fields of study regarding cosmetology and cosmetic chemistry are
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dominant in Poland as they are
being taught on different levels,
in 54 scientific institutions, including 9 state universities. Also, future
cosmetic business staff is educated
on similar fields of study, such as

chemistry, biochemistry, biotechnology (at 24 higher education institutions) and pharmaceutical science
(11 higher education institutions).
However, only one higher education
institution in Poland educates man-

agers of cosmetic products – the
Poznań University of Economics.
To strengthen the graduates’ position on the modern labour market, it

by case study presentations and
expert discussions. The signing of
the cooperation agreement between
PUE and Beiersdorf Manufactur-

The cosmetic product manager specialization
at the Department of Commodity Science will
be realized in cooperation with BMP/Nivea.
is crucial to combine knowledge and
practice on the academic level. Therefore PUE students take part in higher
management work, in companies
from the FMCG market. The managers broaden the students’ knowledge

ing Poznań is the next step for the
cosmetic product manager specialization at the Department of Commodity Science. Thanks to this, lectures
given by practicians from BMP/Nivea
can be put on the curriculum and

workshops can be organized at the
premises of BMP/Nivea. Additionally,
students will will be able to test their
skills during paid internships in the
company.
The cosmetic product manager
specialization at the Department of
Commodity Science is market-driven
and designed to prepare product,
brand, sales and service managers. Students of this specialization
aquire knowledge in four theoretical
fields: managerial (focused on running a business and product/service
management), product quality and
service, cosmetics commodity science
and use of cosmetic products and
service marketing instruments.
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Heap of happiness at PUE

PUE Victories 2015

It is the fourth time the students of the specialization communication in business at the Faculty
of Management have organized the Heap of Happiness. Will they break a record again?

PUE Victories contest for the best
employees is organized every year by
the PUE Student Parliament. During
the thirteenth edition, the winners
have been awarded in seven categories:
• Lecturer of the year: dr hab. Marek
Cieślak
• Practical tutor of the year: dr Magdalena Osak

Heap of Happiness is a charity campaign organized by master’s students
at the Poznań University of Economics.
Its aim is to provide financial support
to institutions from Poznań and the
surrounding areas. During the previous
three editions, the students raised nearly 51,000 PLN. This year, the supported
foundation is going to be Słoneczny
Fyrtel – an institution that prevents
social stratification of the society of
Jeżyce district by running a community
day care center and offering support
to children and parents. Thanks to its

actions, children are given equal development opportunities as the foundation not only helps them study, but also
proposes various forms of activities and
workshops that will help identify and
develop their interests and talents. This
year, the main objective of the project
is to raise 25,000 PLN for repairs and
purchase of equipment necessary for
the functioning of the center. The total
income from the action will be donated
to charity.
The students have planned a variety of marketing activities aimed

at helping the Słoneczny Fyrtel, for
example, events such as Fluo Event,
Heap of Fireflies – Night Race, Heap
of Humour, and many other interesting events that will be concluded
with a gala including performances of
famous artists.
All information on how to join
the Heap of Happiness and help the
Słoneczny Fyrtel are available on the
website www.furaszczescia.pl.
This year’s objective is to raise
25,000 PLN for the foundation
Słoneczny Fyrtel.

•
•
•
•
•

Best linguist: mgr Anna
Wiewiorowska
Personality of the year: prof.
dr hab. Marian Matłoka
The most desirable – ladies:
dr Katarzyna Andrzejczak
The most desirable – gentlemen:
dr Tomasz Bojkowski
The administrative unit: Faculty of
Economics

In addition, the Student
Parliament awarded two
special prizes: Department of
Student Affairs and the Marketing Department.
Statuettes were presented to
the winners during the Victories
gala, which took place at the
Poznań University of Economics on
21 April 2015.

2012
12,260 PLN for a purchase
of a specialist car for the
L. Grajek Association of
Friends of Children with
Special Needs
2013
13,500 PLN for playground
equipment in 164 SpecialNeeds Kindergarten
2014
25,000 PLN for supporting
Fundacja Stworzenia Pana
Smolenia
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Is a piece of art a business?
Almost all works of art have
a price, but it is the knowledge about
their valuation that becomes priceless today. The creation of a piece
of art is both creation of price and
demand. Conference “The work of
art and the commercialization” was
a joint venture of the Poznań University of Economics and the University
of Arts in Poznań.
The conference held on 24 April
2015 connected two worlds, usually
seen as contradictory, although they
have much in common. Today, art is
in fact valued in accordance with the
rules of business. The art market is
growing, and the same works of art

become both marketing items at auctions and valuable investment assets
that can earn you more than financial
instruments. How does the pricing
work? What actions boost the prices
of works of art? Is it marketing or an
artist, whose works are best sellers in
the art market, who sold his soul to
the “laws of demand,” giving up the
rights of freedom of artistic expression? Are art galleries the shopping
malls of today? Representatives of
various circles discussed about lucrative orders for the works of art, as well
as trends and fashions in buying. They
looked at art from the perspective of
an economist, art theorist, investor,

Don’t let anyone fool you
banker, ethicist, artist, collector, and
cultural institutions.
The aim of the conference was to
exchange views on the functioning of
the art market in the context of cultural and economic realities. It resulted in
valuable lessons about the condition
of art, artists, and cultural institutions
in the era of liberal competition and
the worship of money. The conference was held under the patronage
of the PUE Rector, prof. dr hab. Marian
Gorynia,and the UAP Rector, prof.
Marcin Berdyszak. The academic
patron of the conference was prof.
dr hab. Piotr Banaszyk. The discussion
was moderated by dr Jerzy Kur.

Employees of the Treasury Control  Office explained our academic
community how to avoid getting involved in the tax fraud.
Participants also learned how to efficiently navigate the tax law.

On 27 April 2015, representatives of the Treasury Control Office
in Poznań gave an open lecture for
students, graduates and employees
of the Poznań University of Economics. The speakers were directors
and heads of the Treasury Control
Office, as well as law enforcement

personnel. During the meeting,
they presented the ins and outs
of tax evasion mechanisms used
by organized criminal groups and
discussed the problem of issuing
“blank invoices”. The participants
learned what are criminal and
penal-fiscal consequences of illegal

practices. The aim of the meeting
was teaching about navigating the
tax law and raising awareness of
how not to get “involved” in the tax
fraud. An additional attraction was
the opportunity to see and talk to
the members of the armed unit of
the Treasury Control.

DZIEŁO SZTUKI A KOMERCJALIZACJA

24 April 2015
11 a.m.

24 kwietnia 2015 r.
godz. 11:00

Uniwersytet Ekonomiczny w Poznaniu

Poznań University of Economics
al. Niepodległości 10
al. Niepodległości 10
sala 111 A
room 111 A
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How important is the first impression?
The university community of PUE
had a chance to learn how important
the first impression is. On 9 April
2015, a world-renowned expert in
the field of international business,
Slovenian professor Marjan Svetlicic,
gave a lecture “How to make a strong
first impression.” He conducted also
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workshops “How to become more persuasive,” which took place on 11 April
2015.
Professor Marjan Svetličič is an
employee of the Center for International Relations at the Faculty of
Social Sciences, University of Ljubljana (Slovenia). His research focus

on foreign direct investment, the EU
economy, globalization and internationalization. Professor Svetlicic
was a consultant to, among others,
UNIDO and UNESCO. He is currently
a member of the advisory committee on international corporations
(UNCTAD, Geneva).

“Banking Career” at PUE
Students of the Poznań University
of Economics in Poznań had a chance
to learn about the ins and outs of
working in financial services for major
companies and corporations. The
workshop “Banking Career”, devoted
to the most interesting issues related
to corporate banking, was conducted

by the experts of Bank Zachodni WBK
on 22 April 2015 at PUE.
Most of the workshops planned
within the “Banking Career” in
Poznań consisted in discussing specific case studies from the portfolio
of Bank Zachodni WBK, for which
the students worked out their own

solutions. The best participants
received prizes (specialized training and mentoring sessions) and
the chance to hold a three-month
internship in the Division of Business and Corporate Banking, Risk
or Global Banking & Markets of the
Bank Zachodni WBK.
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PAZUR at PUE
Two meetings of Polish Academic
R Users’ Meeting (PAZUR) took place at
PUE in April. PAZUR has been organized since 2012 by SKN Estymator,
Department of Statistics at PUE and
the Department of Mathematical and
Statistical Methods at the University of
Life Sciences in Poznań.
The first meeting was held on
10 April 2015. During this event, the
employees of the Department of
Mathematics and Computer Science
at the Adam Mickiewicz University,
presented two papers. The first one
“Selected topics of functional data
analysis using the R program” was
presented by dr Łukasz Smaga. It was
dedicated to the use of both theoreti-

Professor appointments
cal and practical functional data in
research from the fields of life science,
medicine and sociology. The second
paper “Profiling in R”, was prepared
by dr Tomasz Gorecki, author of the
book “Fundamentals of statistics in R.”
The presentation was to visualize how
to effectively work and optimize the
R code.
The next meeting took place
on 24 April 2015 and was devoted
to psychometry on the example of
psychological research and English
language tests. Dr Paweł Kleka from
the Department of Psychological
Research Foundations of the AMU
Institute of Psychology gave a lecture “Shortening the psychological

questionnaires based on IRT”. The
paper introduced the issues of the
test theory (called Item Response
Theory, IRT) and presented how
IRT can be used to shorten the
questionnaires. Mikołaj Bogucki and
Krzysztof Jędrzejewski, during the
“Analysis of the English tests’ difficulty” presentation, showed the use
of R in a project concerning educational data exploration performed
in the Pearson company. It aimed at
estimating the difficulty of testing
the product for learning English; the
development of the panel (dashboard) allowing the team working
on this product browsing evaluation parameters.

for Spatial Economy and Regional Planning, Polish Academy of Sciences, for
a term of office 2015–2018. The Committee is a prestigious institution, very

nomination during a ceremony at the
Belvedere Palace on 23 April 2015. One
of the appointed professors was prof.

dr hab. Małgorzata Słodowa-Hełpa
from the Department of Macroeconomics and Development Research.

START 2015 scholarships for
outstanding young scientists
A competition for the annual
scholarships within the START programme of the Foundation for Polish
Science, addressed to outstanding
young scientists has ended. This year’s
edition was the 23rd. 130 outstanding young researchers, selected
from among 1,241 candidates, were

PUE scientists members
of the PAS Committee
Two academic teachers from PUE
– prof. dr hab. Ryszard Domański and
prof. dr hab. Wanda M. Gaczek – were
appointed members of the Committee

Polish President Bronisław Komo
rowski handed academic teachers
and people of art and science acts of

awarded annual scholarships in the
amount of 28,000 PLN, sponsored by
the Foundation.
Among the winners there were as
many as three scientists from PUE –
dr Michał Pilc from the Department
of Macroeconomics Research and
Development, dr Piotr Trąpczyński

from the Department of International Competitiveness and dr Adam
Zaremba from the Department of
Investment and Capital Markets.
Dr Piotr Trąpczyński has been recognized for the second time – last year,
as a PhD student, he was one of the
winners of this contest.

important for development of economy
and development of economic sciences.
The nomination was signed by the PAS
President, prof. Michał Kleiber.

“Merit for the Corporation
of Statutory Auditors”
On 13 April 2015, prof. dr hab.
Aldona Kamela-Sowińska, head
of the Department of Accounting, received a title “Merit for the
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Corporation of Statutory Auditors” from the President of the
Regional Council of Statutory
Auditors, Poznań Branch, Maciej

Ostrowski. The award is given for
achievements related to the activities promoting the profession of
a statutory auditor.
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Golden Mouse competition
First-year students of the Faculty of Informatics and Electronic Business, who participated in classes
information technologies conducted by the staff of the Department of Information Technologies, took
part in the Golden Mouse competition.

The competition involved single
participants and pairs whose task
was to prepare professional business
projects using the latest information
technology and mobile applications.
Projects included four stages: investor,
business, technical and after-project
They were prepared in MS Word
format description, presentation in MS
PowerPoint and partial implementation of the website using the Drupal
content management system in PHP
and HTML technologies. The proposed
solutions were evaluated, according
to the following criteria:
• originality, innovation and freshness of the idea,
• business nature of the project,
• impact of information technologies on the transformation of organization and management.
170 PUE students entered the
competition. Their works were

Winners of the 26th edition of the
Golden Mouse Competition

evaluated by the jury, which included
employees of the Department of
Information Technologies and a representative of the Bank Zachodni WBK
SA (the sponsor of the contest). Chair-

170 PUE students competed for the
“Golden Mouse”.
man of the jury was prof. dr hab. inż.
Wojciech Cellary, head of the Department of Information Technologies.
The awards funded by Bank Zachodni
WBK SA, part of the Santander Group,
were attractive electronic devices of
a total value of 10,000 PLN.
The award ceremony took place
on 27 April 2015 in the new building
of the Educational Center of Electronic
Services PUE. The ceremony was
attended by representatives of the

The competition in knowledge about finance, “Finansomania” has ended. During the
grand finale, each of the finalists
answered three randomly
selected questions. The jury,
composed mostly of representatives of the PUE Council
of Finance and the world of science, assessed the substantive
adequacy and the manner of expression. The culmination of the
event was a gala, during which
the contest results were an-

nounced. In addition, dr Łukasz
Machura from the Department
of Theoretical Physics at the
University of Silesia in Katowice
gave a lecture “Physics methods
for financial markets”.
Financemaniac of the Year
was selected from among 600
participants.The winner of the
first edition of “Finansomania”
was Maciej Zajac. Ten finalists
were awarded cash prizes in
the the total sum of more than
20,000 PLN.

“Finansomania” is a competition,
which was established at the initiative of
the Finance Council, acting at the Faculty
of Economics of the Poznań University of
Economics. The competition is organized
by associatiations of the following departments: Public Finance, Monetary Policy and
Financial Markets, Insurance and Money
and Banking. The coordinator of the competition is dr Tomasz Gabrusewicz, head of
the jury is dr hab. Kamilla Marchewka-Bart
kowiak and the secretary – Jan Barański.
The finale was preceeded by two elimination rounds.

ternet Banking at Bank Zachodni WBK
SA, Tomasz Niewiedział presented
the next trends in mobile and online
banking, and declared interest in
hiring the best graduates in the field
of electronic business. The ceremony
was conducted by prof. dr hab. inż.
Wojciech Cellary, the head of the jury,
together with dr. inż. Wojciech Wiza,
mgr Daniel Wilusz and mgr inż. Jakub
Flotyński who tought classes in information technologies.

Honourable mention

1st place – Piotr Szymański
and Marcin Wołoszyn – project
AutoReklama: Drive and Save

•

Radosław Czajka and Maciej
Dłużak – project Druk 3D
Zabawek

2nd place – Kamil Borowski and
Paulina Rhone – project Let it print!

•

Adam Michałek – project
SmartCar

3rd place – Aleksandra Tusz and
Anna Zięciak – project e-Legitymacja

•

Ewa Murgrabia – project YourEye
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University: Rector, prof. dr hab. Marian
Gorynia and Dean of the Faculty of
Informatics and Electronic Economy,
prof. dr hab. Emil Panek. During the
ceremony, Director of Mobile and In-

The “Finansomania”
competition has ended
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The best dissertations written at PUE
Two works written under the guidance of PUE Rector, prof. dr. hab. Marian Gorynia have
been recognized in the 11th edition of the City of Poznań competition for the best master
and doctoral dissertations.

The competition includes dissertations that address the problems
connected with Poznań or description

tionalization of Polish enterprises”. The
aim of the study was to identify determinants of the effectiveness of foreign

Both awarded dissertations were
written in English.
of the solutions that can be implemented in our city. This way, young
scientists get involved in the development of the capital of Wielkopolska
and scientific accomplishments of
Poznań as an academic center are
promoted. 112 papers entered the
competition – 39 doctoral dissertations and 73 master’s theses.
In the doctoral dissertations’
category, the jury awarded dr Piotr
Trapczynski from the Department of
International Competitiveness, and in
master’s theses category Das Swajan
from Bangladesh. Both works were
written in English.
Dr Piotr Trapczynski was awarded
for his dissertation “Determinants of
the effectiveness of foreign direct
investment in the process of interna-
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direct investment (FDI) made by
Polish companies, taking into account
the determinants of resource and
institutional variables on the level of
host countries. The paper thoroughly
presents specificity of the Polish economy and its transformation as a field
of development for Polish companies.
Test results have implications for the
expansion of businesses from Poznań
and the surrounding areas and,
consequently, for international policy
to support entrepreneurship at the
local level. The material is particularly
useful from a practical point of view as
it actually includes recommendations
for the management of Polish companies and the economic authorities.
In his research, the author focused
on companies from Poznań and the

Wielkopolska region, which makes
this research particularly important
for regional companies.
Das Swajan received an award for
his work “Go! Pasia. The strategy of
entry and operation of the Poznań
University of Economics in the Asian
market”. The aim of the study was
to exploit the potential of Poznań
University of Economics for attracting
foreign students. The author adapts
PUE promotional offer to the markets
of 15 Asian countries in an interesting
way. He also addresses the problems
associated with trips abroad and the
effects of regionalization and globalization. Constant promotional activities resulted in the growing number
of foreign students in Poznań. The
internationalization of our University’s offers is one of the key points
of the Development Strategy of the
City of Poznań and the Strategy of
the Poznań University of Economics. The strategy developed by the
author is a proposal for development
activities not only for PUE, but also
other higher education institutions
in Poznań.

PUE students win the 11th edition
of the EY Financial Challenger
WWZZ team composed of Paulina
Waksman, Filip Wałek, Maciej Zając
and Marcin Zawada won one of the
most prestigious finance competition in Poland. The victors are 2-year
master’s students at the Faculty of

Management (specialization: capital
investments and business financial
strategies).
The winners received a cash
prize of 30,000 PLN, vouchers worth
2,500 PLN for a training offered by

the EY Academy of Business – CFA
Level, and travel vouchers from
Benefit Systems. Additional prize
is also paid internship in the EY’s
Transaction Advisory Services
Department.

Department of Business Informatics
awarded in the Big Data Competition
People who have contributed significantly to development of technology related to Big Data in Poland were
awarded during the BIG DATA: THINK
BIG CEE CONGRESS gala on 15 April
2015 in Warsaw. Prizes were awarded
in several categories, for achievements made in 2014.

PUE Department of Business
Informatics was awarded in the
category “Polish Innovation 2014” for
implementation of national and international research projects in the field
of energetics, telecommunication,
defense nd social networks analysis
with the use of Big Data technology

and processing in memory.
Prof. dr hab. inż. Witold Abramowicz, the head of the Department
became “Big Data Man of the Year “ for
the ability to build international consortia, implementation of international scientific projects and application of
their results in the Polish economy.
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International ACCA
accreditation for PUE
The field of study Finance and
Accounting in Business, conducted
by the Faculty of Management at
PUE, was awarded international
accreditation of the Association of
Chartered Certified Accountants.
This accreditation will allow launching a new specialization in the
academic year 2015/2016 – ACCA

Accounting and Finance Management. Students who will complete
this specialization will be awarded
an ACCA certificate confirming that
they are highly qualified specialists
in accounting.
The Association of Chartered
Certified Accountants (ACCA) is one
of the most prestigious professional

certification in the field of finance
and accounting, valued by employers worldwide. The aim of the ACCA
is to share knowledge, promote
high professional, ethical and management standards, and support
the public interest. The organization
supports 162 000 members and 428
000 students in 175 countries.

ESN PUE awarded
On 16–20 April 2015, the largest
and most important convention
of student organizations from the
Erasmus Student Network – Annual
General Meeting – took place in
Ankara. Erasmus Student Network
(ESN) is the largest student organization in Europe. It consists of 483
sections in 37 countries. The main
objectives of ESN are promoting and
supporting student mobility and
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the Erasmus + programme, as well
as organization of time and helping
foreign students who attend our
University. The PUE ESN has been in
existence since 2009.
The meeting was attended by
over 600 representatives from all
ESN sections, who took part in the
parade of flags, university fairs, and
the most awaited STARAwards gala.
STARAwards is the culmination of

the section’s hard work in many
categories, e.g.the best section
(STARlight), the best gadget (gadgetSTAR), best design (projectSTAR)
and the best logo in the ESN network (logoSTAR). During the award
ceremony, the President of ESN PUE,
Filip Wypijewskireceived the award
for the best logo of the Erasmus
Student Network in the academic
year 2014/2015.
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INTERVIEW

We are the best “runner” among
institutions of higher education...
interview with dr hab. Waldemar Budner,
coordinator of Economics Five.
ship in cross-country, and then, for the
first time in Poland, Academic World
Championship in cross-country. The
competitors were representatives of
universities from Rotterdam, Barcelona, Paris and Berlin. In the 1920s,
the PUE held also 10K Grand Prix of
Poland at the Lake Malta.
Participants of our race need to run
for 5km around Poznań Lake Malta.
Why did you choose this route?
It is because the route around Lake
Malta is picturesque. Residents of
Poznań can be proud of this exceptional location in a unique place. When
it comes to the distance, I think that
5 km is a distance for everyone. You
can run it without much preparation.
Apart from that, this route it is not difficult – almost flat, with one short ascent – and therefore fast. So, we have
another element contributing to the
popularity of this event. Let me also
add that the route has been approved
by PZLA, which means that “personal
records” will be 100% official.
Representatives of academic, business, local government and sports
circles met once again at the start
of Economics Five. Where does the
idea of organizing such an event
come from?
This idea was born and made reality
in 2011. Its creator was Rector prof. dr
hab. Marian Gorynia and mgr Janusz
Grzeszczuk – long-standing head of
the Department of Physical Education
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and Sports. Then, the originators included the competition in the various
events associated with the celebration
of the 85th anniversary of the University. Hence, the first race, which took
place on 21 October 2011, was called
“Jubilee Economics Five”. It should be
noted, however, that the tradition of
running events at the PUE is much
longer and dates back to the 1980s.
Back then, the university organized
the International Polish Champion-

We can see that every year, the number of runners who wish to compete
in Economics Five increases.
It’s true. I remember that at the end
of the first E5, Rector said to the 142
participants who completed the race
that if each of them invite 2-3 people
to the next race, this event will grow
dynamically. And so it happened. The
second edition of Economics Five had
twice more runners; a third -three
times more. Currently, the number

of participants remains at a constant
level – almost 700 runners. I am sure
that next year we will see around 800
participants. That is our target number. You can say it is optimal – you
can run freely, without bumping into
other runners.
Participants come from various
Poznań spheres. Still, the route is
dominated by runners from the
academic circle.
Our event is addressed primarily to
the academic circle: mainly to students and staff of all universities. This
year, we also invited PUE prospective
students from all partner high schools.
In fact, the race is for everyone. That
is why we can also see graduates
of PUE and other higher education
institutions, as well as representatives
of business (representing companies
from Wielkopolska), central and local
government, politicians, active and
former athletes (representing not
only running disciplines). Hence, on
the starting list you can find names of
many famous personalities from the
region of Wielkopolska – e.g. Senator
Piotr Gruszczyński, former Mayor of
the City of Poznań Ryszard Grobelny,
councilors of the City of Poznań,
winner of the London Marathon and
Olympian – Małgorzata Sobańska, the
Olympic and world champion in hammer throw, Szymon Ziółkowski.
Would you say that participants are
competitive?
Every race triggers competitiveness,
so the competition during the E5 is
very serious. Everyone wants to get

the highest score, at least better than
the year before. On the other hand, it
should be emphasized that the atmosphere is exceptionally friendly. Many
of us met at the University or during
other races. After all, there is a certain
satisfaction when someone is overtaking the PUE Rector, who is currently
the fastest runner among rectors and
the best rector among runners. A similar satisfaction feel those who reach
the finish line before prof. Waśkowski,
erstwhile academic Polish champion
runner. But no one takes defeat in
terms of loss, if anything, it is a signal
that you need to try harder. Beyond its
sporting aspect, the event has started
to integrate members of academic
community and their families. It is
just good fun. Therefore, you can see
many people cheering for runners.
This year, the Economics Five had its
jubilee. Is the 5th edition of the race
in some way unique?
Each subsequent edition is unique in
its way. Last year, for example, route
records in both male and female categories were broken. They will be tough
to beat. Apart from its atmosphere and
participation of many notable guests,
this year’s edition stood out because
of a large number of representations
of as many as 12 higher education
institutions from Poznań and 7 outside
of Wielkopolska. Also the gender
structure of participants was unique.
As much as 35% of participants were
women. That’s a lot, because usually
women participation in other competitions is a maximum of 20%. For the first
time, a few hundred people danced
Zumba as a form of a warm-up. I would

like to also underline the exceptional
beauty of medals given to each participant who finished the race.
In addition to the E5 race,we also
hold a competition in Nordic
walking. Why have you decided to
organize two sporting events in different disciplines at the same time?
The author of the idea was dr hab.
Maciej Szymczak. He thought that
all the interest in the race and all
the effort put to it (the route, timing, infrastructure, etc.) should be
discounted, that is, with relatively
small involvement of work and means
we should add the march as the side
event, addressed especially to those
who do not feel like running, but are
also active and competitive. I liked this
idea, I supported the initiative, which
had a working name the Economic 5K
March and this name preserved. There
are quite a few Nordic walking groups
in Poznań, who meet regularly,train,
and have their own calendar of events
and competitions. It turns out that
walking with poles is not quite as simple as it might seem. It is a discipline
that requires strength and technical
skills. The poles also involve muscles
of the arms. Best achieve results at
the level of a “jogger”. For others, it is
a great relaxation and implementation
of an active lifestyle.
Is the preparation of such sporting
event as the E5 a big organizational
challenge?
It would seem that the organization
of a running event is simple. But you
couldn’t be more wrong. It is a really
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Results

INTERVIEW

VW Economics Five 2015
Winner of the race: Mateusz Maik (15 min. 20 sec.)
Best among women and among female PUE students: Dominika Lazar (18 min. 54 sec.)
Best PUE Student: Szymon Bytniewski (15:41)
Best PUE Graduate: Sebastian Boncler (16:50)
Best PUE Employee: Marcin Flotyński (18:19)
Best PUE Faculty: Faculty of Management (1:29:26)
Best Poznań institution of higher education: Poznań University of Economics (1:24:14)

big organizational challenge, involving many people. Usually, preparation
begins in October, to make sure that
everything is ready for the final event
in April. Of course, the closer to the
start, the more work. But the first step
is booking facility for the next year, we
do it right after the current edition. It
turns out that it got so crowded that
it is difficult to find a free date, which
will not be in conflict with the competitive event taking place in Malta or
elsewhere, but at the same time.
The fifth edition is already behind
us. Can we safely say that this event
has become a permanent element
in the calendar of PUE events?
Five years is a period that allows
for some reflection. Our race has
certainly become one of the permanent running events in Poznań and
the region. Currently, there is no run
of this caliber and this magnitude in
Poznań. Every year, we try to make
the event better, bigger and more
splendid. And I hope it is. Its popular-

ity has been increased by low entry
fee and impressive starter pack. This
year, for example, it was a sports
bag and a beautiful green technical
t-shirt. Therefore, some people joked
that a group of “little green men” was
running around Lake Malta. Economics Five will be a “strong point” of the
celebrations of the 90th anniversary of
the University – the University, whose
professors and students are considered the most frequent “runners”.
It’s a bit strange it is an economic
university, not a physical education
academy, that is the best “running”
higher education institution.
Indeed, I though about it myself. This
title of the best “running” university
stuck to us permanently. But it gives
results. This year, PUE once again won
the university classification. The Runners Club operating at PUE also won
the team classification, overtaking the
others, including our rivals and friends
at the same time-the Maniac Runners
Club. We have also won the Ekiden

marathon relay race and Poznań
Business Run. Other higher education
institutions follow in our footsteps.
AMU has a similar club – KB UAM
Poznań. There is also a runners club at
the Warsaw School of Economics. So
we are throwing down a challenge:
let’s see which institution is the best
“runner” in Poland.
Maybe we’ll find out during the
next edition of the race, which will
take place during the 90th anniversary of PUE.
That is why we would like to invite all
friends and supporters of the University to a run around Lake Malta in April
2016 in the Jubilee Economics Five.
Let’s strive for harmonious development of body and mind through
sports and fun and dissemination of
the sports values and cultivating the
ancient Roman maxim “mens sana in
corpore sano.”
Thank you.
Sylwia Jurga

Enea 5K March 2015
Winner: Robert Adamski (32 minutes. 38 sec.)
Best among women: Beata Wilczyńska (34 minutes. 37 sec.)
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Our experts in the media

We chose to study at PUE because

To build or to renovate?
prof. dr hab. B. Sojkin

INDEX OF SUCCESS

Marta Kotwis, Aleksandra Prusator, Aleksandra Porębska
Faculty of Management, field of study: management and marketing
specialization: e-business
Place of work: FORDATA Sp. z o.o., founders and board members
aleksandra.prusator@fordata.pl
Contact us
marta.kotwis@fordata.pl
aleksandra.porebska@fordata.pl
fordata.pl
twitter.com/FORDATA_VDR

each of us had different personal motivations, but we all agreed that it was one of the best
economic schools in Poland, besides it allowed us to continue studying two foreign languages
on a high level of competence.

frequently meeting our fellow students, inspirational conversations, exchanging observations
regarding our first employment experiences. We hold on to these acquaintances to this very day, wich
is often beneficial in a proffesional context.

The skills aqured at PEU allow us to
look at our business from various perspectives and efficiently run our company. The fact that we
managed to start a company, which is now a leader in its trade (i.e. Virtual Data Room in Poland) is
derived from the entrepreneurship implanted and economic knowledge acquired at PUE.

In five years we would like to

report regarding investments of this
sort was prepared by PUE professor from the Department of Product
Marketing, prof. Bogdan Sojkin. His
opinion is that the cost of renovating the Poznań Arena could be twice
that of a brand new building. If we are
to spend 30, 40, or even 50 million to
refurbish a building that will not meet
modern standards anyway, it needs to
be well thought through – comments
prof. Sojkin in his WTK interview.

The efficiency of large airports
prof. dr hab. M. Rekowski

Our best memory from the student days is

A renovation of the fourty-year-old
Poznań Arena or building a new
sports and spectacle facility? This
question has been discussed in
Poznań for some time. The Poznań
city council is in agreement that the
Wielkopolska capital needs this kind
of facility. But how does the city prepare for such an investment? Would
it be better to spend resources on
the already existing Arena than build
a brand new sports facility? A special

the FORDATA brand that we have created become a synonym for safe confidential document management,
and our company to become Virtual Data Room leader in central and eastern Europe.

The Polish aviation infrastructure has
developed largely over the last years.
Thanks to UE funding, many Polish
airports have been modernized,
expanded, and have improved passenger and airline handling. The PUE
expert states that only large airports
can achieve financial and technical
effectiveness; smaller ones require
additional funding from their owners. In the years to come, the current

tendencies on the aviation handling
market will strengthen: the airlines will
build up a monopoly and the competition between airports will get stronger
– estimates PUE prof. Marek Rekowski
for wnp.pl, an economic web portal.
Bigger, financially stronger regional
airports will gain an advantage over the
smaller ones, ( financed by cities and
marshalls’ offices), which will vegetate
and even go bankrupt – he adds.

Outside of work
we all have different hobbies, but we all strive to maintain a balance between work and our personal
lives (which is not easy for an entrepreneur). We all have a passion for spending time in an active way
(running, rollerblading, travelling) which allows us to catch a break from business.

An end to the “mall era” in Poznań?

be active on the labour market during your studies. If you have a business idea, discuss
it widely, consult your family, teachers, friends and don’t throw your ideas in the closet.
Act, pe patient and resilient.
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dr K. Celka

Professional advice

A new shopping and recreation facility with cinema and pool, was to be
built on Hetmanska street in Poznań.
The investors changed their minds,
however, and instead of a new mall
they are going for office buildings.
Trade is a sure source of high income.
Office space can be gradually expanded

– says dr Krzysztof Celka from the
Department of Investment and Real
Estate in his interview for Gazeta
Wyborcza. This formula was put to the
test and gave positive results near Malta
where an office park was built, so that
solution may be copied on Hetmańska –
thinks the PUE expert.
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prof. dr hab. W. Frąckowiak

Export with a low profit margin
The foreign influence of Polish companies is expanding. Our goods are
still cheap, however, and our offer
still lacks innovative solutions. One
of the weaknesses of our export is
also concentration on the European
Union – a quarter of the Polish export goes to Germany. Western Europe is a rich market. To be a part of
it, one needs to sell cheaply. We have
met the quality criteria, but we make
our prices competitive, which causes
a low profit margin and affects the

cost of labour. Underpaid employees
do not experience a welfare increase
and do not affect the internal demand. The effectiveness of our export
is thus low – explains prof. Waldemar
Frąckowiak from the Department
of Investments and Capital Markets
in Puls Biznesu. Polish export is
based on price competition and low
margin and therefore does not create
a wellfare increase nor an increase in
demand that would affect the GDP –
he sums up.

dr T. Bojkowski

What does your Personal Income Tax say?
The information presented to the
tax authorities allows not only to
determine the correct amount of
tax, but also to get an idea of what
our financial situation is. After filing
the tax return, it comes a time for
reflection and to check whether our
chosen method of taxation is the
most profitable for us. It may turn

out that “the same” revenues could
have been settled in other, more
economical way. Please note that PIT
is a mapping of our financial situation.
Thanks to careful analysis of our PITs,
this situation can be improved during
the next settlements – says Tomasz
Bojkowski from the Department of
Public Finance PUE.

Media monitoring – April 2015
Radio
48 (5,56%)

Television
50 (7,79%)

Press
124 (14,35%)

Internet
642 (74,31%)
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